MINI5280 Newsletter- April 2017
Hello, this is just a reminder that you’re receiving this email because you are a MINI5280 club member. Don’t forget to add secretary@mini5280.org to
your address book so we’re sure to land in your inbox!

Rhonda Johnson
Bob Burgess

president@mini5280.org
treasurer@mini5280.org

Diana Peterman

secretary@mini5280.org

IN THIS ISSUE

My favorite MINI friends,
In the months I don’t get as many submissions I worry that there will not be
much to the newsletter, but you always pull through and give me the good
stuff. Thank you so much and enjoy!
Our volunteer crew plucks away at planning MITM this year and it’s shaping
up nicely. Register and reserve your rooms now as there are several other
events scheduled to concurrently overtake Steamboat and available stays
are dwindling. Many members are sharing lodging; it’s a good way to share
cost. For all of your MITM needs visit the website (links and info at the end
of the newsletter).
Remember that the DUE DATE FOR NEWSLETTER SUBMISSIONS IS THE
1ST OF THE MONTH. If I don’t get it, you won’t see it! Please email all
newsletter submissions, feedback, questions, and any ideas for the club to
secretary@mini5280.org.












Club Links
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Diana Peterman
MINI5280 Secretary

Welcome New Members
President’s Message
Community Thanks
What Happened Last Month
Esoteric R55 Clubman Facts
Detailer’s Blog
Brian’s Bulletin
Last Hour Poll & MINItainment
Upcoming Events
MITM Update

7.

Website: http://mini5280.org/
Facebook: MINI5280
A Facebook place for members to MINI with
each other : MINI5280 Conversations
Our national event: MINIS In the Mountains
(MITM)
Our members in the south: Southern
Colorado MINIs (SOCOM)
Our sister club: MiniCOW- Minis of
Colorado and Wyoming
A local classic Mini club: Minis of the
Rockies (MOTR)

Please welcome our new members:



David Matteson
Donna Burgess




Jessica Hackett
Peter & Julie Ricklin
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Rick Dugger

Hello MINI5280!
I hope you have had a great spring so far. We have been really busy behind the scenes following up
on all the items from our club meeting on March 4th. I want to thank you all again for participating in
the meeting. It was very productive and I'm very grateful for your engagement and enthusiasm. I
really enjoy being a part of this club with you all.
One of the great ideas to come out of the meeting was our t-shirt contest. We have opened up the
contest and you have until April 7th to submit your design to Diana at secretary@mini5280.org. Then
it will be put to a member vote. This should be a great contest. We have so many creative members
in our club!
We have some drives scheduled now too! FINALLY! Be sure to look in MINI5280 Conversations under
the Events tab. The events will now be listed there, so you won't have to keep up with three different
pages anymore (another great idea from the meeting)!
We are also full speed ahead with MITM planning and organizing. There are a few more volunteer
positions left (mostly registration and event tear down) so if you want an awesome staff shirt for
helping out, please send me an email at volunteers@minisinthemountains.com.
Thanks again to everyone for being a part of MINI5280.
Rhonda Johnson
President@mini5280.org

Make a tax deductible donation to MINI5280 to help with MITM expenses and set up the next
administration for success to help keep the club going for you.
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Here are a couple of letters from the organizations that MINI5280 donated to recently. SPREAD THAT
LOVE!
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Penny Wars Results – Mar 4
-submitted by Debbie Ratliff
Thank you to all who participated in the 2017 Penny Wars, a penny-collection fundraiser for MINI5280.
Below are the results of those who participated in the fun and donated some copper. That Mike Hillier
seizes yet another victory with this year’s Penny Wars along with MiniCOW’s alphabet contest last
year to note the most recent triumphs. The man is unstoppable!

NAME
Bob Burgess

DOLLAR AMOUNT
30.09

TOTAL WEIGHT in LBS
20

Brad Fountain
Carl Johnson

30.93
26.46

3.5 (mostly silver coins)
16.5

Chris & Debbie Sammons
David Ratliff
Jim Taylor

58.23
32.88
44.75

36
22
25.5

Kim Pirri
Melissa Benson

2.83
32.05

2
22

Mike Hillier

155.41

94

Paula Taylor
TOTAL
GUESS WINNERS

11.32
$424.95
Paula Taylor $412.01

8.5
250 LBS
Carl Johnson 243.75lbs

7th Annual Leprechaun Run- Mar 11
-photos submitted by Jamie Shope
Jamie did it again with another great Leprechaun Run! We gathered and gawked, laughed and
lingered. Prizes were awarded and we hit the foggy road in an other-worldy drive through the
mountains. Some split off as the drive went on and others joined us along the way. We had a nice
stop at the Wundervu Café to get a nice stretch of the legs and fill of the belly before moseying on
with our weekend. Check out our best dressed of the day!
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BEST DRESSED MINI:

-MINI name pending, owners Peter and Julie Ricklin

*1st place costume: Peter and Julie Ricklin.
Congratulations and welcome newbies!

*2nd place costume: Brad, Lorrie &
Phoebe (chihuahua not pictured) Fountain
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-researched and submitted by Carl Johnson
1. The concept was presented to the board of directors in 2000 who gave it strong support. There
were three concept drawings. The production version was little changed from the selected concept.
2. In 2007 it was named Top Gear small car of the year….after getting a very poor review earlier in the
season by Clarkson.
3. The club door provides four times the access room as the hardtop. Reviews suggest there is not a
loss of body rigidity with the door.
4. The rear lights are fixed and do not open with the rear doors. They are as small as legally possible
in all the intended markets to allow the most room for the door hinges. When the barn doors are
fully open the lights are still visible. Note on the 2016 Clubman it uses lights in the bumper because
the lights on the doors would not be visible when the doors are open.
5. In right hand drive markets, only the right rear light has a reverse light. In left hand markets, just the
left. This is because the other side can optionally be equipped as a rear fog light. Many people stop us
reversing to say, “You have a light out”.
6. All models have room for a space saver spare tire in the boot. But, there is a foam tray that sits
above where the spare sits in the boot. One version of the tray coexists with the spare, one does not.
7. The drag coefficient of a hardtop is .36 and the Clubman is .34 per the MINI 2011 Product Brief.
8. The Clubman weight distribution is 58.1/41.9 front/rear, compared to the hardtop's 62.7/37.3
9. When you press and hold the remote’s trunk button 1-2 seconds, the right barn door unlatches and
opens fully via a pressurized strut. The left door must be opened manually by pressing on a long
electric switch in the inside of the door handle similar to that of the driver door. Only a little pressure
is needed as it is just an electrical switch. The doors must be closed left first, right second.
10. The clubman increases the rear passenger leg room by 3.1”, and cargo area length by 6.3” which
increases the cargo volume to 9.2 cubic feet compared to the hardtop 5.7.
11. The wheel base is 3.15” longer. Reviewers generally said it is the same as the hardtop (which it is
not), or more honestly "Clubman is less twitchy and handles bumps more composed compared to a
hardtop. However it is those very characteristics that handicap the Clubman when it comes to
matching the go-kart like feel of the coupe.” Motoringfile
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12. Most people get used to looking at the rear barn door pillar in the rear view mirror pretty quickly.
13. Directly in front of the rear tire, kind of where the jacking point is, but at the rear most point, there
is a small “shelf" that can be used to hold MINI Keys when jogging/biking and you don’t want to carry
them with. This is not unique to Clubbies, but esoteric nonetheless.
14. The MINI Marketing campaigns included the “Runs On Irregular” tag. Also print and TV
commercials that teased “ZIG” (hardtop pic) later “ZAG” (convertible pic) then at release “ZUG”
(Clubman pic). There was a small marketing booklet “The Book of ZUG” that described people as
independent etc. Sales went up 28%, and Clubman sold out with 4-8 month waiting period.
15. When the rear seat back is upright it leans back at the top. To hold that little bit more cargo, it can
be made to be straight up. Where the seat back latches to the MINI body, there is a loop. This loop is
in fact hinged. If you look below the loop the metal continues down. Pull from the bottom of that
lower loop, and it will pivot up providing a new latch point that is farther forward in the MINI.
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-by David and Debbie Ratliff
Ok, Ladies & Gents. Most of us have swirl marks in our beloved cars, some we can see by turning our
heads a certain way and some we cannot see due to them being very new, but rest assured they are
there waiting to say hello.
What causes swirls anyway? Allow me clear up a few things: swirl marks are light scratches in your
paint. They can be circular, straight or diagonal and have various causes.
Washing
If you take your car to the car wash and you are doing the deed. You soap the car and some of you
will pick up and use that brush in the bay. NO!!!! Let’s put it this way: that brush has not been cleaned
and even if you rinse it before using it still has all that dirt from all those cars before you. Think about
it. Some of you probably go to these places that are hands-free or touchless. Well, let me tell you a
little secret- they are putting those swirl marks into your paint, too.
How you may ask? Once your car goes through their car wash someone comes to dry your car off.
The drying cloth they are using has been used on at least three or four cars before you. Yep, not all
the dirt is completely washed away, so that person drying your car is using the same cloth from all
those other cars and putting swirls marks in your paint. So, if you did not see them pick up a clean
cloth to dry your car you might get swirls. Just one more fact: if they are using drying cloths that have
been used for some time those after washing could be rough and that also will put swirl marks in your
paint, too.
So you see, washing your own car is best, but you also should be careful and use the correct wash
media or quality wash mitts. So get yourself two buckets, one for washing and one for rinsing those
mitts before you place it back into the soapy water. This will keep the swirl marks at bay for a while.
If your car is starting to look like any of the photos below, David can help make it look better. Hit us
up on Facebook. Don’t let your car be seen like this:
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Next month, we will talk about your interior.

The Death Rattle

One question I get from possible new MINI owners is, “I would really like to get a MINI, but I heard
they had a lot of expensive problems, is that true?”
When thinking about getting any new car the first thing most people do is Google “[my possible new
car] common problems” and with MINI the Death Rattle usually comes in at the top of the list.
For those of you who are not familiar with the Death Rattle on MINIs, it’s when first starting the
engine there is a loud rattling noise or rattling at certain RPMs from the engine. What you are
hearing is the slack in the timing chain. This has been an issue from the first generation engines (W10
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& W11) and the second generation engines (N12, N14, N16 & N18). The good news is there is a long
term effective repair and MINI is not the only car that is having this problem. All European cars have
timing chain issues and all because of the same reason, low quality engine oil and oil service intervals
that are too long.
When I say low quality engine oil I am referring to a manufacturer choosing an engine oil from the oil
company that just does not hold up to the demand of the engine at those long service intervals. A
good engine will still burn a little oil. What I have noticed is about 1 quart every 5k miles is about
average for a good engine. The low quality engine oil combined with the extended oil services causes
the engine to consume more oil. Mostly the engine oil turns into sludge which causes problems in the
crankcase ventilation system, blocks turbo oil feed and return lines and locks up piston rings which
causes oil to get around the pistons. One of the biggest mistakes MINI made was not putting an oil
level sensor on the vehicle. If the owner could be alerted that the oil level was low, a lot of these
engines could have been saved. BMWs have chain issues, but not on the same level as MINIs because
they have an oil level sensor.
You might ask, How could an oil level sensor help prevent timing chain problems? The timing chain has
a tensioner that uses spring and oil pressure to keep tension on the chain. When the oil level drops to
a dangerous level there is not enough oil to maintain the proper pressure to keep that tension. At this
point the chain will start slapping against the plastic chain guides, prematurely wearing out the guides.
Combined with the sludge in the engine this behaves like sandpaper on the plastic guides, so there
isn’t much hope for the longevity of the timing chain system. When this issue started surfacing, MINI
started putting in longer and longer tensioners to take up the slack in the chain. This was a band aid
fix and was not addressing the main concern of the chain stretching and the guides getting worn. If
you take a look at this picture I got from MiniMania.com you can see all of the parts of the timing
chain system and give you a better idea what’s going on in there.
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What do I do if my chains are making noise?
I have come across a few posts about band aid fixes, but unfortunately the only permeant fix is to get
in there and replace the guides, chain and tensioner. Luckily for us the price has come way down for
parts. This is a problem that needs to be addressed as soon as it surfaces because there is a high
likelihood of serious engine damage. The evolution of the issue usually goes from noise to check
engine light with super knocking, camshaft/crankshaft correlation or misfire faults then, if let alone,
the valves will eventually contact the pistons.
How do I prevent this from becoming an issue?
The first line of defense will be to shorten the engine oil service intervals. I would recommend every
5k miles for city drivers or 7500 miles for highway drivers. On average, these intervals put the engine
oil services every 6 months. Whatever engine oil you decide to use make sure it’s a premium brand
and you use an OEM quality oil filter. Next is getting periodic inspections with the same technician to
monitor for any changes. Another tip is to have the timing checked any time that the valve cover is off.
There most likely would be charge for this but it will be easy to do with the valve cover removed. This
will give you an idea what’s going on and may give you piece of mind knowing that everything is ok.
Why do you think this isn't going to be an issue in the future?
With the bad publicity with the MINI engines and BMWs expensive twin turbo V8 problems, BMW and
MINI decided to go with a new vendor for their engine oil. This new oil appears to be more
durable than the previous oil. This combined with the manufacturer decreasing the oil change
intervals and oil level sensors being installed on MINIs now, I doubt that this is something that is
going to be an issue in the future.
I can imagine that all of this seems scary and potentially expensive, but all cars have that one
expensive repair then everything is usually fine afterwards. The good news is that with preventive
measures you can avoid the worse end of it and enjoy grinding pavement to your heart’s content!
As always,
Happy Motoring!
Brian Peterman
BMW/MINI Master Technician
Msportdoctor@gmail.com
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HITCHHIKERS: to pick up or not to pick up?
In our March Facebook poll, we asked members about hitchhiker pickup habits. The reasons
varied and stramgely enough all made sense, too. Here's how MINI5280 responded.

No I haven't but
I would under
the right
conditions.
14%

Yes I have, but
not again.
5%

Yes I have and
I'd do it again.
22%

No I haven't
and I wouldn't.
59%

-by Diana Peterman
MINI Matching, part deux. Are MINIs like pets in that they often are a reflection of ourselves? Pair the MINI with his/her owner.

1.

A.

MAX
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BOB B.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

ROCKET

B.

DUSTY

C.

IGBY

D.

SIR NIGEL MURRAY

E.

F.

BUZZ COOPER III
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BEKCY K

KRISTAN H.

RACHEL D.

DONNA B

MELISSA B.

7.

8.

G.
VOLLY

H.

CLEO

CARL J.

LORRIE & BRAD F.

March MINItainment answers:

1.

3.

5.

2.

DUSTY

4.

CLEO

6.

VOLLY
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SIR NIGEL MURRAY

BUZZ COOPER III

MAX

7.

8.

IGBY

ROCKET

Check the calendar of events on our website! Click the link below to check out the calendar on the
MINI5280 website and add it to your Google Calendar.

MINI5280 Calendar








9 Apr
22 Apr
6 May
26 May
27-30 May
28 May
9-13 Aug

To Zoka’s We Go…Nick’s First Hosted Event
MINIs Take the Peak!
Tarryall Rd and Reservoir Scenic Tour
Mt Evans Opening Day
3rd Annual MINI Rush-More Trip To the Black Hills
No Cows Left Behind
MITM (MINIs In the Mountains)

#mini5280
If you post your MINI5280-related photos to Instagram, please tag them with #mini5280
What is Instagram?
Instagram is an online mobile photo-sharing, video-sharing, and social networking service that enables its users to take
pictures and videos, and share them either publicly or privately on the app, as well as through a variety of other social networking
platforms, such as Facebook, Twitter, Tumblr, and Flickr. (Source: Wikipedia)
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Remember to visit our store at CafePress! Just click on the logo of your choice and see what fun
things you can order!
Click the following link to get the goods now:

MINI5280 CafePress Store

Use the links below from our website for information and direction about your membership:
General Membership Info

Renewing Members

New Membership

To Check Your Membership Expiration

Does your MINI want a chance in the spotlight? Show it off! Send a few pictures of you and/or
your MINI along with a brief description to secretary@mini5280.org and they will be featured
in the following month's newsletter!
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WHERE: Steamboat Springs, Colorado
WHEN: 08/09 - 08/13/17!
WEBSITE: www.minisinthemountains.com
CHECK OUT THE COUNTDOWN AND STAT TICKER ON THE WEBSITE!!!
Registration fee $35 and includes the following: Owner’s Manual, Special Gift, T-shirt, Magnetic Grill
Badge, Personalized ID Badge, Goodie Bag, and eligibility to enter NUF! Car Show and to purchase
tickets to attend the Group Dinner. Additional merchandise may be purchased a la carte when you
register.
Pre-registration closes July 21.
LODGING: http://minisinthemountains.com/lodging/
CONTACTS:
MITM Coordinator:
Jeremy Nelson
Volunteer Coordinator:
Rhonda Johnson
As a volunteer you will get a staff t-shirt.
Sponsor Chairs:
Carl Johnson & Debbie Ratliff
Vendor Chair:
Ron Brauch
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info@minisinthemountains.com
president@mini5280.org
sponsors@minisinthemountains.com
vendors@minisinthemountains.com

MITM SPONSORS (to be updated as they are verified)
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